Citing a Work of Visual Art from a Website in NoodleTools

Works of Visual Art include:
• Artifacts
• Paintings
• Sculptures
Under Sources, Click + Create new citation
Select **database**.
Select **Work of Visual Art**
Citation has 2 Containers:

- Database
- Work of Visual Art
Use the pull-down menu to select the database.
Copy/paste the full URL.

Look for a permalink or Bookmark, if available.
Fill in the date you last accessed the visual art online.
Look for caption, source information, and/or source citation to complete
Look for **Credit** or **Creator**.

If no one is credited, leave blank.
Type of Visual Art

Select the proper format from the pull-down menu.
Title of Visual Art

Insert title of work

Work of Visual Art

Type of art: Painting

Title of painting: Landscape of Ancient Greece

Annotation

Include this source in my final works cited

-created by NoodleTools-
Insert date created or copyright
Click Save
Here is the citation.

You can always go back and edit.
Under **Options**, Click **Edit annotation** to create the annotation for this source.
Under **Options**, Click **In-text reference** for help with Parenthetical Citations.